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Representative Legal Matters 

Catherine Koh Stillman 

 

 Defended a Japanese manufacturer of capacitors in class actions alleging price fixing in the 

aluminium, tantalum and film capacitors market. 

 Served as antitrust counsel on secondment at a multinational bank. 

 Defended Chinese manufacturers of vitamin C in first price-fixing class actions brought in US 

courts against Chinese defendants involving landmark foreign sovereign compulsion issues. 

 Defended a US manufacturer of filtration products in over 50 class actions, consolidated in 

the Northern District of Illinois, alleging price fixing in the aftermarket filters market. 

 Defended a global healthcare products company in an antitrust class action against claims 

relating to alleged monopolization, restraint of trade, civil conspiracy and restrictive contract 

clauses in the urological catheter market. 

 Defended a global healthcare products company in a lawsuit regarding alleged market 

manipulation of pulse oximetry products, including the use of sole-source contracts, market 

share discounts, co-marketing agreements and bundled rebates. 

 Defended a German medical device manufacturer in a federal antitrust lawsuit in the Eastern 

District of Texas challenging aftermarket service support, software and replacement parts 

distribution policies. 

 Represented global technology companies in various multibillion-dollar transactions.  

 Obtained FTC clearance for an American manufacturing company on its USD 602.5 million 

acquisition of a manufacturer of specialty glass and commercial display equipment. 

 Assisted in obtaining FTC clearance for the largest provider of dialysis services in relation to 

its USD 2 billion acquisition of another healthcare company. 

 Represented a supplier of medical waste collection and treatment services in investigations 

conducted by the Antitrust Division  of the Department of Justice and selected state attorney 

general offices concerning multiple acquisitions. 

 Represented a global financial services company in a class action brought by merchant-

plaintiffs alleging antitrust violations related to merchant discount and interchange fees. 


